2850 MP **Magna-Split™ II System**
This magnetic mounting plate system is used with the PCH or PSH articulator. It comes with removable rare earth magnet and stainless steel screws for fixing the plate to the upper and lower frames of the articulator.

**Includes:**
2 Split-Cast Magnetic Mounting Plates, 20 Plastic Index Plates

2860 MP **Magna-Split™ Index Plates** (20)
2861 MP **Magna-Split™ Index Plates** (50)
2862 MP **Magna-Split™ Index Plates** (100)
These pre-formed plastic Index Plates attach directly to the Magna-Split Mounting Plate for quick and easy mounting of study casts.

2804 MP **Magna-Split™ Mounting Plate**
The mounting plate comes with removable rare earth magnet and two stainless steel screws for fixing the plate to upper or lower frame of the articulator. (Picture shows magnet in place.)

2706 MP **Plastic Mounting Plates** (10)
2707 MP **Plastic Mounting Plates** (20)
2708 MP **Plastic Mounting Plates** (50)
These Plastic Mounting Plates are standard screw on mounting plates. They can be used with several brands of articulators including Pana-dent, Whip-Mix, and Stuart.

2852 MP **Magna-Split™ Index Plates- Old Style** (20)
2853 MP **Magna-Split™ Index Plates- Old Style** (50)
2854 MP **Magna-Split™ Index Plates- Old Style** (100)
These pre-formed plastic Index Plates attach directly to the Magna-Split Mounting Plate for quick and easy mounting of study casts.